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Abstract

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are wireless access networks based on IP technologies,
which combine the advantages of WLANs and ad hoc networks and have thus become
broadband access networks with high capacity, high speed and wide coverage. Due to the
multi-hop characteristics of WMNs, security has become a critical issue in WMNs and a
simple and effective distributed key management is essential for the development of secure
WMNs. In this paper, we propose a distributed key management scheme in WMNs by
combing several key technologies, such as ECC, (t, n) threshold cryptography, verifiable
secret sharing, etc. Based on a zone-based hierarchical model, our proposed key
management scheme is comprised of two parts: group key management in the backbone
network and session key establishment in the zone networks. We also show the security and
the effectiveness of the proposed scheme through analysis and simulations.
Keywords: wireless mesh network; distributed key management; cryptography; cheater
identification

1. Introduction
Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are a new technology for wireless networks that
combine the advantages of ad hoc networks, wireless local area networks (WLANs), wireless
personal area networks (WPANs) and wireless metropolitan area networks (WMANs) for the
development of commercial wireless mobile networks. WMNs offer wireless broadband
access using IP technologies and have quickly become an effective means for broadband
network access with high capacity, high speed and wide coverage [1, 2].
In a WMN, data packets can be transported through one or more neighboring nodes to
their final destinations via a so-called multi-hop network structure. Security has thus become
more critical in WMNs than in other types of networks [3, 4, 5]. In a wired network, data is
transmitted to its destination through electric wires, so disclosure of information can only
happen when physical links are under attack. But in a wireless network, data is transmitted
via open space and any node within the radio coverage area can receive radio signals in
transmission. Moreover, in WMNs, the external environment can be more hazardous due to
the lack of central administration. Simple and effective key management will be useful for the
development of security in WMNs.
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In this paper, we propose a distributed key management scheme based on several
technologies, such as ad hoc network model, elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), (t, n)
threshold cryptography, verifiable secret sharing, etc. The remainder of this paper is
structured as follows. After discussing some related work in Section 2, we present a
zone-based hierarchical WMN model in Section 3. Based on the proposed WMN model,
our proposed distributed key management is carried out in two steps: group key
management in the backbone network, which is presented in Section 4, and session key
establishment in zone networks, which is presented in Section 5. We analyze the
security properties of our proposed scheme in Section 6 and the performance in Section
7 through simulations. Finally, in Section 8, we conclude this paper in which we also
discuss some future work.

2. Related Work
Hong, et al., proposed a key distribution scheme with self-healing property, which is
optimal in terms of user memory storage and efficient in terms of communication
complexity [6]. But the scheme requires that there exist a group manager for the entire
network with a finite number of users, which makes it mainly useful in a wired
network. The scheme also lacks verification on the correctness of the received keys.
IEEE P802.11s™/D1.01 provides efficient mesh security association (EMSA) [ 7]
based on IEEE 802.11i standard in which the 802.1x scheme and four handshakes are
used to implement access authentication and key establishment. However, it requires
that some special wireless nodes called mesh key distributor (MKD) be present in
WMNs to generate, distribute and store keys. The MKD breaks the equality of nodes in
WMNs and, in addition, if MKD is compromised, the keys stored in it might be
compromised.
Fu, et al., proposed a mutual authentication scheme in WMNs [8] based on (t, n)
cryptography, but it cannot verify shared secret. Therefore, there is no way of detecting
and identifying any dishonest node. As the result, an incorrect key can be constructed.
For example, one can forge an invalid sub signature once the secret random integer br
becomes known, which can be calculated if a valid signature is intercepted.
Duan et al. proposed an efficient location-based compromise-tolerant key
management scheme for sensor networks based on sensor deployment and localization
[9]. Dahshan, et al., proposed an ECC-based distributed key management scheme for
mobile ad hoc networks based on (t, n) threshold cryptography [10]. But these schemes
are only suitable for certain types of networks and fail to support cheater identification.

3. Network Model
We assume a zone-based hierarchical network model for WMNs in this paper, which
is shown in Figure 1 in which dashed and solid lines indicate wireless and wired links,
respectively [11]. The network consists of one backbone network, one or more local
area networks called zones and some scattered wired or wireless terminals.
In the backbone network, the mesh routers form an infrastructure with the properties
of self-configuring, self-healing and self-organizing and there are at least two backbone
routers to connect the network to the Internet. All backbone routers share an exclusive
database of authorized certificates in an offline Certificate Authority (CA) that is
supported by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) or network carriers. The CA connects to
the network only when a malicious attacker is detected or when it is time for key
update. The WMN backbone can be built with different radio technologies.
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Figure 1. The Network Model
Each zone is connected to the backbone network through its border mesh routers
called gateways to enable the integration of existing wireless networks, such as multi hop networks, Wi-Fi networks, sensor networks, cellular networks, etc. In each zone,
there is at least one mobile node called Access Point (AP) that connects to the backbone
through Mesh Access Points (MAPs) in multi-hop networks and microwave towers in
cellular networks. These APs may use different radio technologies, which re quire that
the backbone border routers support the various radio technologies. There is also a
database that stores user information, such as user ID, zone ID, authorized key, etc., in
the zone. User terminals can roam from one zone to another or hand off from one AP to
another in the same or different zones.
Terminals with Ethernet interfaces can also be connected to mesh routers via
Ethernet links. For terminals with the same radio technologies as the mesh routers, they
can directly communicate with mesh routers. If different radio technologies are used,
terminals must communicate with a zone’s AP which has Ethernet connections to mesh
routers. Especially, mesh terminals can access the network through mesh routers as well
as directly meshing with other mesh terminals to provide routing capabilities for
improved connectivity and coverage.
We assume that terminals in a zone network communicate with each other within a
relatively shorter range and those in a backbone network communicate with each other
with a relatively longer range and that the cost of communication through the backbone
network is higher than that in the zone networks.

4. Backbone Key Management
Since there is no CA or administrator center online in the backbone network, n selected
mesh routers with higher performance can form a virtual CA to manage keys using a (t, n)
threshold cryptographic method [12].
4.1. Certificates
Before accessing the network, all mesh nodes need to acquire a legal certificate from the
offline CA, which is issued by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) or network carriers. In this
paper, we adopt ECC for generating the certificates, for it can offer the same level of security
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with smaller key sizes and faster computation time, which leads to lower power consumption
than other public-key cryptographic algorithms such as the RSA.
The cryptography is built on a suitably chosen elliptic curve E defined over a finite field
Fq of characteristic p and a base point P  E ( Fq ) . According to [13], some domain
parameters can be defined as follows:
(1) a field size q , where q is a prime power (in practice, either q  p , an odd prime, or

q  2m ).
(2) an indication FR (field representation) of the representation used for the elements of
Fq .
(3) two field elements a and b in Fq that define the equation of the elliptic curve E
over Fq (e.g., y 2  x3  ax  b in the case p  3 and y 2  xy  x3  ax  b in the case p  2 ).
(4) a finite point P  ( xP , yP ) of prime order in E ( Fq ) , and P  O where O denotes the
point at infinity.
(5) the order n of the point P with nP  O and n  2160 as commonly recommended.
(6) a cofactor h  # E ( Fq ) / n where # E ( Fq ) denotes the number of Fq -rational points
on E .
Given a valid set of domain parameters (q, FR, a, b, P, n, h), an entity A’s private key is a
random integer A R [1, n  1] while its public key is the point WA  A P .
4.2. Group Key Establishment
Based on the (t, n) threshold secret sharing, the secret group key SK is partitioned into n
pieces SK1 ,..., SKn and are assigned to n selected routers. Then, any t out of the n routers can
reconstruct SK while any m out of the n routers cannot reconstruct SK if m<t.
A traditional (t, n) threshold secret sharing method is comprised of three parts: system
parameters, secret distribution algorithm and secret reconstruction algorithm [14].
(1) System parameters: the private key SK is the secret to be shared and is defined in a
finite field GF ( p) where p is a prime greater than SK and n; d1 , d2 ,..., dn are different
integers defined in GF ( p) that are represented as the public identification of n participants.
(2) Secret
distribution
algorithm:
a
(t-1)-degree
polynomial
t 1
f ( x)  at 1 x  ...  a1 x  a0 mod p in the finite field GF ( p) is chosen, where at 1 ,..., a1 are
random integers and a0  SK ; then the key pieces SKi  f (di ) mod p are calculated and
delivered to each responding participant through secure channels.
(3) Secret reconstruction algorithm: t coordinates (d1 , SK1 ), (d2 , SK2 ), ..., (dt , SKt ) can
be acquired through participants’ cooperation. According to Lagrange interpolation
t

polynomial,

SK  f (0) 

t

 SKi 
i 1

j  i , j 1 d j

dj
 di

mod p .

When a new participant receives at least t key pieces, it can reconstruct the secret key.
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However, there are several disadvantages when the above method is used in WMNs:
(1) Since a dishonest participant may deliver an incorrect key piece or there may be
something wrong happened in data transmission, the correct secret key SK may not be
reconstructed.
(2) A malicious attacker among the n participants may deliberately deliver a faked key
piece to others and, at the same time, receive all the correct key pieces from others so that
only it can reconstruct the correct secret key SK while those who receive a faked key piece
cannot.
(3) In a wireless mobile environment, an attacker can break through one key piece holder
in a limited amount of time and then proceed to attacking another key piece holder. So in a
not very long time, it may break through t key holders, acquire t key pieces and calculate the
shared secret key SK .
4.3. Cheater Detection
How to detect whether an incorrect key piece is received or not? Let us consider the
equation in the matrix form: D  A  S in which
 d1t 1
 t 1
d
D 2
 ...
 t 1
 dt

 d1t 1 ... d1 1 SK1 
d1 1 
 at 1 
 SK1 

 t 1

a 
 SK 
d2 1 
d2
... d 2 1 SK 2 
t 2 
2



, A
, S
and D 
.Then
 ... ... ... ... ... 
 ... 
 ... 
... ...

 t 1





dt 1 
... dt 1 SK t 
 dt
 a0 
 SK n 
the substance of the Lagrange interpolation polynomial has a unique feasible solution A of
the matrix equation when D and S known. A necessary and sufficient condition is that the
rank of the augmented matrix D and the rank of D are the same and equal to t, denoted as
R( D)  R( D)  t . If there exists an incorrect key piece (di , SKi ) and the condition
...
...
...
...

R( D)  R( D)  t is satisfied, then a wrong secret key SK will be reconstructed.

In the initial stage of our key establishment, a public key piece (d0 , SK0 ) generated by the
offline CA is broadcasted in the whole network. After t key pieces are collected, a new matrix
equation D  A  S  is established, where
 d1t 1
 t 1
d2
D   ...
 t 1
 dt
 t 1
d0

... d1
... d 2
... ...
... dt
... d 0

 d1t 1
1
 SK1 
a
 t 1 

 t 1
 SK 
1
a 
d2
 2
t

2

 , S    ...  and D   ...
... , A  
 ... 

 t 1


SK
1


 dt
n


 a0 

 t 1


1
 SK 0 
d0

... d1 1 SK1 

... d 2 1 SK 2 
... ... ... ...  .

... dt 1 SK t 
... d 0 1 SK 0 

At the moment, we can deduce that R( D)  R( D)  t  1 . So,
(1) If R( D)  R( D)  t , there are infinite number of solutions for the equation.
Therefore, more key pieces have to be collected to get the unique solution until
R( D)  R( D)  t .
(2) If R( D)  R( D)  t , there is an unique solution for the equation. So, a correct secret
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key SK will be reconstructed.
If R( D)  R( D)  t  1 , there is no feasible solution for the equation. So, there exists at
least one incorrect key piece from the participants. Consequently, a cheater is detected.
4.4. Cheater Identification
If a cheater is detected in the network, it should be identified. Thus, in our scheme, all key
pieces must be delivered with the owners’ digital signature.
When a new participant acquires the key piece from an existing participant, the latter must
deliver its own key piece along with its digital signature. After the new participant has
collected t key pieces and detected a cheater in the network as described in the last section, it
will broadcast a request to arouse the offline CA in the network. And then which it will
deliver all the collected key pieces with their digital signatures to the CA. The offline CA can
verify which key pieces are faked through the pre-selected secret (t-1)-degree polynomial
f ( x) and which participants are dishonest through their digital signatures and registered
certificates.
(1) If there are truly faked key pieces that cannot satisfy f ( x) , those who generated
them are the cheaters, which cannot denied due to their digital signatures. In this case, the
group key must be updated and the offline CA will revoke the current group key SK and start
a new key establishment.
(2) If there is no faked one, which means all the key pieces satisfy f ( x) , the new
participant who provides them is a cheater. In this case, the group key doesn’t need to be
updated.
Once being identified, the cheater must be dealt with as follows.
(1) With a strict security policy, the cheater will be disassociated from the network and
its certificate will be revoked by the offline CA, which is broadcast through the entire
network.
(2) With a weaker security policy, the cheater will be recorded by the offline CA and its
credit level will be reduced. After losing its credit many times, which reaches a preset
threshold, the cheater will be disassociated with its certificate revoked.
4.5. Key Update
Following are several conditions in which the group key needs to be updated.
(1) A new mesh router connects to the backbone network.
(2) An existing mesh router leaves the backbone network.
(3) A cheater is detected in the network as described in the last section.
(4) To prevent a mobile attacker from breaking t key pieces, every key piece should be
updated within a defined cycle T. Only after at least t key pieces are obtained in the same
cycle, can the secret be reconstructed.
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Key update involves the following four steps:
(1) The offline CA is aroused in the network.
(2) The CA constructs a new group key SK  and selects a new polynomial f ( x) . The
new key pieces (di , SKi) are calculated and delivered to n selected mesh routers. Then, the
CA disconnects itself from the network and remains offline.
(3) A mesh router requests (t-1) key pieces from other mesh routers.
(4) After t key pieces are collected, the mesh router reconstructs the new group key SK  ,
during which cheater detection and identification can be carried out as described.
4.6. Summarized Algorithms
Here we give out summarized algorithms to describe our distributed key management,
including key pieces distribution algorithm and group key reconstruction algorithm.
The first algorithm is operated by the offline CA, while the second algorithm is
operated by a new participant.

Figure 2. Key Pieces Distribution Algorithm
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Figure 3. Group Key Reconstruction Algorithm

5. Zone Key Management
Before a terminal node accesses the zone network, mutual authentication must be
performed between the terminal node and its corresponding mesh AP. Therefore, they
need to acquire a valid temporary session key through key agreement.
5.1. Key ECC Agreement
Two entities A and B can complete key agreement with their key pair (ω, W) in which
WA  A P as described in Section 4.1:
(1) A selects rA R [1, n  1] , computes point RA  rA P and sends RA to B.
(2) B selects rB R [1, n  1] , computes point RB  rB P and sends RB to A;
(3) A checks to see whether RB is not the same as O , RB satisfies the equation of E
and xB , yB are elements in the Fq . If the validation fails, A terminates the protocol.
Otherwise, A computes sA  (rA  RAA ) mod n and K  hsA ( RB  RBWB ) . If K  O , A also
terminates the protocol.
(4) B does the same validation and if it fails, B terminates. Otherwise, B computes
sB  (rB  RBB ) mod n and K  hsB ( RA  RAWA ) . If K  O , B terminates.
(5) The session key is the point K .
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We can see that
K  hsA ( RB  RBWB )  hsB ( RA  RAWA )  h(rArB  rAB RB  rBA RA  AB RA RB )P .

5.2. Session Key Establishment
A terminal node and its AP complete their session key establishment in the following two
steps:
(1) They finish mutual authentication in the way of EAP-TLS with their certificates
issued by the offline CA. When they can both get authenticated, key agreement will proceed.
Otherwise, the process terminates.
(2) They exchange their selected random integers and calculate the shared session key.
They can now communication using the session key. For each new session, a new key
agreement will be carried out.

6. Security Analyses
The security properties of our proposed distributed key management in WMNs are
listed as follows.
(1) Zone-based hierarchical network topology can be easily expanded and
integrated with current network infrastructure.
(2) Distributed key management can
trustworthiness of WMNs compared to EMSA.

improve

security,

robustness

and

(3) Verifiable secret sharing includes cheater detection and identification, which
can isolate the dishonest participants from the network compared to Fu’s scheme.
(4) Mutual authentication can help guarantee the identities of network nodes.
(5) Periodic key update increases the difficulty of deciphering the current group
key.
(6) Perfect forward secrecy: when the private keys of all participants are
deciphered, the previous session keys are still secure. Only if t key pieces are collected
in a limited cycle T, can the group key in this cycle be compromised.
(7) Known key security: even if attackers know all previous session keys, the
protocol can still guarantee that the current session key is secure, for previous group
keys have no relationship with the current session key.

7. Simulation Results
We have also performed some simulation using OPNET 14.5 to verify the effectiveness of
our scheme with respect to the security properties. The simulation scenario assumes an area
of 1000×1000m2 in which all the mobile nodes use a protocol that is based on IEEE 802.11b.
Figure 4 shows the success rate of key distribution and reconstruction when n varies from
1 to 16 and t=2, 4, 8. We can see that if n<t, key reconstruction cannot be implemented and
that when the threshold t increases, the success rate gets lower because of radio collision and
transmission delay. Figure 5 shows the length of time for the identification of a cheater when
there is a malicious node in the network that provides an incorrect key piece to others. As the
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threshold t increases, more key pieces need to be verified and more time is needed for cheater
identification.
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Figure 6 shows the success rate on session key establishment when the scale of the zone
network n varies from 1 to 16 and all the n zone members connect to the same zone AP at the
same time. Due to collision of radio signals, some members cannot complete the
establishment immediately and will retry for a few times. And the retry times is set as 1, 2,
and 3 in three curves respectively. Figure 7 shows the average time for session key
establishment in the zone network.
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We also compare our scheme with Shamir’s [14]. Figure 8 shows the success rate for
group key establishment with the scale of the zone network n varying from 1 to 16 and the
threshold t=4 while Figure 9 shows the average time for group key establishment in the zone
network, which is defined as the total amount of time for group key establishment divided by
the total number of network members. We can see from the comparison that the success rates
of the two schemes are very close while the average time in our scheme is a little longer. This
shows that our proposed scheme can maintain the success rate at the cost of some additional
computation in order to deal with the security problems.
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8. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a distributed key management scheme for the security of
WMNs. The scheme is based on several technologies, such as ad hoc network model,
ECC, (t, n) threshold cryptography, verifiable secret sharing, etc. In the future, we will
consider distributed key management in handoff and roaming scenarios for WMNs to
further improve our protocol.
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